
 

Making Autodesk® Revit® Work for You: Practical 

Uses of the API 
David Rushforth – Glumac 

CP3072 This class will explore several example applications that were created using the API, with 

a focus on time-saving solutions. We will discuss how to extract information from elements in linked 
models and describe some practical uses of the raytrace functions of the Autodesk Revit API. We will 
also present the use of the API to automate data manipulation and the transfer of data from other 
sources. We will show example applications and discuss ideas for future development. 

Learning Objectives 
At the end of this class, you will be able to: 

 Recognize the potential for the API to accelerate production in the real world 

 Query linked models for element information 

 Describe the possibilities and limitations associated with using the API on linked models 

 Identify methods of automating data manipulation and data transfer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Speaker 

David is an electrical engineer for Glumac Engineers with experience designing millions of square feet of 

projects using the Revit software. In addition to project design, David oversees the integration of BIM 

technologies into the engineering practices of the firm’s 10 offices. His experience includes software 

development in integrating calculations and office applications with design software such as Autodesk 

Revit and SKM Power Tools. David is a registered professional engineer and LEED accredited 

professional. He holds a Master’s Degree in Electrical Engineering from UNLV and a Bachelor’s Degree 

in Electrical Engineering from BYU.  

Email David: david@rushforth.org 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Autodesk Revit is a powerful tool, yet there are many tasks that still require a great deal of time to 
accomplish.  If you have ever been required to perform a repetitive task in the software and thought, 
“there must be a better way,” then you are not alone.  Often the application programming interface (API) 
can be used to carry out tasks that you would normally have to do manually. 
 Of course, the API can be intimidating and take some time to tame, but the benefits are immense.  
The primary goal of this class is to motivate users to put the API to work for them.  Whether this is 
accomplished by inspiring them to think of tasks they can automate or giving them a kick start in the right 
direction, I believe the path and the destination will be rewarding.  Once immersed in the API, you have 
a whole new set of tools with which to confront various problems.  No longer are you limited by the way 
the software was “intended to run”, but you begin to make the software work in ways that compliment 
your workflows. 
 Each section of the handout describes existing tools and the problems that they solve.  Example 
VB.NET code specific to the Autodesk Revit API is included in each section to provide the key lines of 
code that can be used to carry out needed operations.  This code can easily be converted to C# using 
online translators if desired.  The code included in the handout is meant to serve as building blocks 
enabling you to carry out similar functions in your very own custom applications.  Some basic variable 
declarations and programming syntax have been omitted for conciseness, and it is expected that the 
reader has an understanding of programming fundamentals or can obtain basic documentation from 
other sources.  Also, some basic Revit API functions (like filtering, parameter creation, etc.) that are well 
documented in the software development kit (SDK) material are not discussed in detail here, and I would 
encourage readers to use the SDK documentation as a resource for these types of functions.  I hope you 
find this reference helpful, and I look forward to hearing how it has helped any that read it. 
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PRODUCTION TOOLS 

 
Some of these tools were the product of talking to people or having to perform tasks myself and 

asking the question, “Really, you do this over and over again on every project?”  Most of the time, I think, 
“There has got to be a better way!”  Many times, there is. 

Example Application: Sheet and View Creator 
I have seen various versions of sheet and view creators over the years and this is probably one of 

the easiest tools to create.  Data is read in from Microsoft Excel or some other source, and you use the 
names, numbers, and other information to create views and sheets.  This particular tool also analyzes 
the model to determine the level names and can create various views and sheets on a per-project or 
per-level basis.  One additional item that I like to do is apply one or more view templates to a view to 
have it ready for production once it is created.  You can create default sheet and view list templates for 
various project types or clients and have them ready for building views and sheets.  One question that 
comes up a lot is “Can you automatically place the views onto the sheets?”  The answer is “Yes”, 
however, I have not seen this as a high priority yet because using the 2012 API you could not create 
dependent views automatically, so most of my created views wouldn’t actually be the ones on the sheets 
for large projects.  This may have changed in the 2013 API, but at this time I have not tested the new 
view options that have been made available in this version. 

Key Lines of Code 
Create sheet 
Dim CurrentSheetToCreate As ViewSheet = MyDoc.Create.NewViewSheet(TitleBlockForSheet) 
CurrentSheetToCreate.Name = NewSheetToCreateName  
CurrentSheetToCreate.SheetNumber = NewSheetToCreateNumber  
 
Create view 
CurrentViewToCreate = MyDoc.Create.NewViewPlan(CurrentViewName, CurrentLevel, 
ViewPlanType.FloorPlan) 
 
Apply Template 
If TypeOf elem Is Autodesk.Revit.DB.View Then 
                Dim MyTempview As Autodesk.Revit.DB.View = TryCast(elem, Autodesk.Revit.DB.View) 
                If MyTempview.IsTemplate() = True Then 
                    If MyTempview.Name = TemplateName Then 
                        CurrentViewTemplate = MyTempview  
                    End If 
                End If 
End If 
CurrentViewToProcess.ApplyTemplate(CurrentViewTemplate) 

Example Application: Space Creator from Linked Model Rooms 
In most cases, MEP spaces will be essentially identical to their “room” counterparts in the 

architectural model.  Using the built-in Revit tools, however, it is a cumbersome process to get them to 
match.  If you use the automatic space placement tools, you need to create them one level at a time, 
and you end up with lots of extra spaces in void areas throughout the building that you have to clean out 
later.  If you place them one by one on each level, then you are just wasting time.  In either of these 
cases, you will still need to run a separate utility to copy the room names and numbers to get them to 
match the architect’s.  There has got to be a better way.  Why not create all the spaces in the entire 
project at once and only one per room ignoring sliver spaces and such?  While you’re at it, why not copy 
other parameters like the room height?  So, I did. 
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The only seemingly tricky part here is using the linked model elements in your element filter in 
order to return the parameter values from the linked model.  Even that is not too tricky once you see how 
easy it is.  The following lines of code will show you how this is done.  Once you find the elements you 
are filtering for, you can store their position information and parameter values for use in creating your 
new elements in your current model (spaces in this case). 

Key Lines of Code 
Select linked model 
docs = RevitExternalCommandData.Application.Application.Documents  
For Each doc As Document In docs 
    If System.IO.Path.GetFileName(doc.PathName) = SelectedDocument Then 
        MyLinkedDoc = doc 
        … 
Next 
 
Retrieve data from linked model 
Dim myElementCollector As New Autodesk.Revit.DB.FilteredElementCollector(MyLinkedDoc) 

 

Example Application: Tagging Tools  
If you are only placing one tag on an element, you can use features like the “Tag All” button to tag 

elements then manually adjust locations as needed.  If you have more than one tag per element, this 
can easily balloon into a very time consuming task.  Using the API, you can create multiple tags per 
element and you can use the element’s location, rotation, and hosting information to determine the best 
placement for each tag.  Suddenly, placing and adjusting lots of tags became as easy as a button click. 

Key Lines of Code 
Create tag 
myElementCollector = New 
Autodesk.Revit.DB.FilteredElementCollector(MyDoc).OfCategory(BuiltInCategory.OST_LightingFi
xtureTags) 
Dim MyFilter As New ElementClassFilter(GetType(FamilySymbol)) 
CktResult = myElementCollector.WherePasses(MyFilter).ToElements  
For Each TagID As Element In CktResult  
    … 
    newTag = revitDoc.Document.Create.NewTag(view, elem, False, 
Autodesk.Revit.DB.TagMode.TM_ADDBY_CATEGORY, 
Autodesk.Revit.DB.TagOrientation.Horizontal, point) 
    newTag.ChangeTypeId(TagID.Id) 
Next 
 
Check if tag exists on current view 
Dim MyView As Autodesk.Revit.DB.View = MyDoc.ActiveView  
Dim myViewTagCollector As New Autodesk.Revit.DB.FilteredElementCollector(MyDoc, MyView.Id) 
If CurrentTag.TaggedLocalElementId = CurrentElement.Id Then  
    Dim MyFamilySymbol As FamilySymbol = CurrentTag.ObjectType  
    Dim FamilyName As String = MyFamilySymbol.Family.Name  
    If FamilyName = TagName Then 
        Return True 
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RAYTRACE TOOLS 

 
Probably one of the first ideas I had for an add-in application was a raytrace tool.  I wanted Revit 

to automatically place devices in the rooms they belonged in based on perimeter measurements, room 
type, etc.  Although the tools I have created along the way are not going to design my buildings for me 
yet, they do save me a certain amount of time on each project. 

I have been told in the past that it isn’t possible to use raytracing with linked models.  I have also 
been told that you can, but you can’t return all of the data or correctly analyze the geometry.  There may 
be some limitations, but the most important information for the movement and placement of elements is 
the location of the collision.  This can just as easily be obtained from a linked model as the current 
model. 

 
A basic workflow example is as follows: 

 Choose which model to use geometry from (this can be the current model or any linked 
model) 

 Select a default 3D view from this model to use in your raytracing 

 Select a raytrace starting point and a direction 
o The starting point may be the center of a space or room 
o The direction can be any 3D direction.  If you are going to trace a perimeter, then 

just choose any direction, then work around the perimeter. 

 From the elements returned by the raytrace, filter for the desired element type (e.g. walls) 
and select the closest collision point 

 Use the found 3D point to move elements or create new ones 
 

 
 

Example Application: Raytrace Move Down  
This program was the result of a project I was working on that had multiple large buildings with 

very angular and random roof formations.  I was tasked with modeling the individual lightning protection 
air terminals (spikes) on the various roofs.  The client wanted to see each terminal at the correct 
elevation and I started spending a lot of time locating and relocating each device at their correct 
elevation.  Because I needed to maintain the vertical orientation of the family for correctness and to be 
able to show the symbol correctly on the plans, I wanted a way to place the devices and have them 
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automatically “fall” to the correct elevation.  In the end, it took far less time to write the application than it 
would have taken to place all the devices manually, and I was able to use it again for any revisions and 
for several projects to come. 

 

Example Application: Raytrace Move Closest Wall  
Of course, elements placed on walls are supposed to move with the walls if the architectural walls 

are moved in a linked model, but in real life, you are bound to find some of your equipment floating off of 
the wall and orphaned after a model update.  This simple tool finds the closest wall (taking into account 
mounting angles) and snaps equipment back into place.  Lots of time having to use the pick new host 
tool has been avoided. 

 

Example Application: Raytrace Window Copier  
This is a tool that is primarily used by energy modelers that at times find it convenient to 

approximate geometries contained in an architectural model, but this application could easily be 
expanded to help other disciplines.  After approximating wall locations, energy modelers may replace the 
architect’s windows with custom windows that have appropriate parameters and information for energy 
modeling purposes.  This tool can read the length and width information as well as the window location 
from the linked model and find the closest wall in the current model to copy the window to.  This is a 
demonstration of both using the linked model to obtain information and using raytracing functions to 
place new elements in the current model.  The program could be modified to find specific elements in a 
linked model and use their locations to place new elements in the current model at or near those 
elements. 

Key Lines of Code 
Raytrace to find location of intersection 
‘[SET UP A SOURCE POINT AND A DIRECTION] 
Dim FoundCollisions As System.Collections.Ilist  
FoundCollisions = MyLinkedDoc.FindReferencesWithContextByDirection(OriginalLocation, 
MoveDirection, My3Dview) 
‘[FILTER COLLISIONS BY CATEGORY, THEN FIND CLOSEST] 
Dim tempReferenceWithContext As ReferenceWithContext = TryCast(FoundCollisions .Item(j), 
ReferenceWithContext) 
Dim TempReference As Reference= tempReferenceWithContext.GetReference  
NewLocation = TempReference.GlobalPoint  

 

Example Application: Raytrace Element Creator  
This is where my mind wandered to as I first got exposed to Revit many years ago: a tool that 

could find the perimeter of rooms and place devices on the walls according to rules that I have set.  I 
haven’t gotten it to read my mind yet, nor have I developed artificial intelligence into it as much as I 
would like, but the concept and the results are still exciting.  Leveraging the information as well as the 
spatial data of our models is what will enable us to become more efficient while creating better designs 
going forward. 

One possible time saving task that could be performed using the tools discussed would be to use 
the Raytrace Element Creator with the filtering capabilities of the Parameter Transformer.  You could find 
all the rooms whose names contain “office” and place receptacles at 6’ on center.  Then you could find 
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all rooms with “conference” in their names and place a floor box in the floor and a projector on the 
ceiling.  You get the idea. 

It should be noted that when hosting elements to linked models, I use reference planes instead of 
hosting directly to the link.  I have encountered inconsistencies when attempting to host directly to a 
linked model and have not discovered a workable solution with consistent results as of yet.  I am not 
terribly concerned because temporary reference planes in the current model allow me to create 
elements on any desired surface at any desired angle.  If someone does know of a solution to hosting a 
new element directly to the linked model, feel free to contact me and share your discovery. 

Key Lines of Code 
Perimeter of room/space 
Dim TempBoundaryOptions As New SpatialElementBoundaryOptions  
myBoundaryArray = TempSpace.GetBoundarySegments(TempBoundaryOptions) 
 
Create element on wall vs linked model 
If MyDoc.PathName = MyLinkedDoc.PathName Then ‘In this model 
    fi = MyDoc.Create.NewFamilyInstance(TempReference , NewLocation, MyReferenceDirection, 
MyFamilySymbol) ‘MyReferenceDirection = MyNormalRotated90 
Else 'IF LINKED MODEL: CREATE REFERENCE PLANE 
    Dim MyReferencePlane As ReferencePlane  
    Dim PlaneFreeEnd As XYZ = NewLocation - MyReferenceDirection  
    Dim PlaneCutVector As XYZ = XYZ.BasisZ  
    MyReferencePlane = MyDoc.Create.NewReferencePlane(NewLocation, PlaneFreeEnd, 
PlaneCutVector, MyDoc.ActiveView) 
    fi = MyDoc.Create.NewFamilyInstance(MyReferencePlane.Reference, NewLocation, 
MyReferenceDirection, MyFamilySymbol) 
    MyDoc.Delete(MyReferencePlane.Id) 
End if 
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DATA TOOLS 

 
In today’s models, the ability to access, manipulate, and store data is increasingly important and 

can make a huge difference in the usefulness of a model.  Having tools to automate data entry and 
connect to external sources can save tremendous amounts of time throughout the lifecycle of a building.  
When data is used effectively, our designs not only become more efficient but more accurate and 
consistent as well.  

Example Application: Parameter Scheduler  
Anyone who has managed shared parameters and set up standard schedules knows how time 

consuming it can be to load shared parameters into multiple families to make sure that they are all 
compatible with the same schedules.  Having to go back and make changes to all of the families can 
cause nightmares.  A better way would be to manage the parameters and corresponding schedules in 
Excel.  Then you could use the Revit API to just select which schedule you want a family to be 
compatible with and press a button to have all the correct shared parameters loaded into the family.  
Alternatively, you could select a folder and process all families found in the folder.  There are only a few 
basic functions required that can be put into a loop to create all the selected parameters for all the 
selected families. 

Key Lines of Code 
Excel connection (refer to 2010 AU class for Access, SQL, Excel, Text, etc.) 
Dim strXlsFile As String 
strXlsFile = "C:\Temp\test.xls" 
Dim mExcelApplication As New Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Application  
Dim mExcelWorkbook As Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Workbook = 
mExcelApplication.Workbooks.Open(strXlsFile) 
Dim mExcelWorksheet As Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Worksheet = mExcelWorkbook.Worksheets(1) 
Dim readValue As String 
readValue = mExcelWorksheet.Range("A1").Value  
mExcelWorksheet.Range("A2").Value = “New Value" 
mExcelWorkbook.Windows(1).Visible = True 
mExcelWorkbook.Save() 
mExcelWorkbook = Nothing 
mExcelApplication.Quit() 
mExcelApplication = Nothing 
 
Create parameter in the family editor 
For Each group As DefinitionGroup In mysharedFile.Groups 
    For Each def As ExternalDefinition In group.Definitions 
        If def.Name = ParametersToCreate(i).ParameterToCreateName Then 
        ‘[DETERMINE GROUP AND WHETHER INSTANCE OR TYPE] 
            MyDoc.FamilyManager.AddParameter(def, MyParamGroup, IsInstanceParameter) 
        End If 
    Next 
Next 
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Example Application: Power Suite  
The Power Suite was discussed and showcased as part of my 2010 class “CP433-3 Opening the 

Lines of Communication between Revit® and Third-Party Applications” and demonstrates the ability to 
read and write to Microsoft Access and analyze electrical systems outside of the Revit interface.  It also 
shows how Revit information can be used to automate calculations in third party applications and used 
to automate the drawing of diagrams complete with information in Autodesk AutoCAD.  I bring it up due 
to its relevance to information and data sharing, but I invite the reader to look up this previous class 
material for further information. 

 

Example Application: Parameter Transformer  
The Parameter Transformer is the tool that generates more comments and praise by users than 

any other tool I have developed.  The fascinating thing is that I have people constantly showing me ways 
they are using the tool that I had not even thought of.  I originally wanted a way to quickly filter elements 
by parameter values and other criteria.  I then wanted to be able to set the values of parameters of all 
items in my selection based on part or all of the parameters’ names, even if the parameters did not share 
a common shared parameter file. 

You can create any number of custom selection sets in the application by adding filter upon filter 
and then manipulating the parameters of the desired families.  These abilities, along with find and 
replace functions and the ability to view and set the data of thousands of parameters and values in 
Microsoft Excel, have saved me and many others hundreds or thousands of hours collectively.  Another 
nice feature is its ability to import data from other sources into elements via Excel even if the parameters 
don’t exist yet.  For example, an owner may supply you with a list of equipment codes or COBie data or 
database cross reference IDs that they want to embed into elements of the Revit model.  This tool can 
automatically create all of the new parameter names and copy the data into the appropriate parameter of 
each element listed in Excel.  I call this “data dumping”, but it is an effortless way to embed external data 
into the elements of your model with the click of a button.  This link to Excel also opens up the ability to 
set parameter values using the vast array of calculation and formula tools available in Excel.  

The important thing to remember is that all of this stems from the combination of very simple 
programming functions that can be put together in any number of ways to meet your specific needs and 
serve your project goals. 

Key Lines of Code 
Element filters 
Dim OtherElementCollector As New Autodesk.Revit.DB.FilteredElementCollector(MyDoc) 
Dim MyOtherFilter As New ElementCategoryFilter(BuiltInCategory.OST_ElectricalCircuit) 
Dim MyOrFilter As New ElementCategoryFilter(BuiltInCategory.OST_ElectricalInternalCircuits) 
Dim NewPreCombinedFilter As New LogicalOrFilter(MyOtherFilter, MyOrFilter) 
Dim MyInvertedFilter As New ElementClassFilter(GetType(Autodesk.Revit.DB.ElementType), True) 
'don't include element types 
Dim NewCombinedFilter As New LogicalAndFilter(NewPreCombinedFilter, MyInvertedFilter) 
FinalElementResult = OtherElementCollector.WherePasses(NewCombinedFilter).ToElements  
 
Get and set parameter values (‘for each’ loop) 
currentTypeParam.Set(ParamValueToSet) 
Select Case ParameterToReturn.StorageType  
    ‘[Remember ConvertFromAPI and ConvertToAPI] 
    CurrentParamValue = ParameterToReturn.AsString() 
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THANK YOU 

 
I hope that the material presented will motivate you to consider ways in which using the API can 
increase your productivity.  I am interested in hearing comments and success stories from any that read 
this document.  Feel free to contact me at the email address below with questions or comments. 
 
THANK YOU! 
 
Email me: david@rushforth.org  
 


